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Abstract. The distributed computing environments, e.g. clouds, often deal with
huge amounts of data, which constantly increase. The global growth of data is
caused by ubiquitous personal devices, enterprise and scientific applications, etc.
As the size of data grows new challenges are emerging in the context of storage
management. Modern data and storage resource management systems need to face
wide range of problems – minimizing energy consumption (green data centers),
optimizing resource usage, throughput and capacity, data availability, security and
legal issues, scalability. In addition users or their applications can have QoS (Quality
of Service) requirements concerning the storage access, which further complicates
the management. To cope with this problem a common mass storage system model
taking into account the performance aspects of a storage system becomes a necessity.
The model described with semantic technologies brings a semantic interoperability
between the system components. In this paper we describe our approach at data
management with QoS based on the developed models as a case study for distributed
environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the IDC report [1] the size of the digital universe1 in 2009 was about
800 EB and was expected to grow to 1.2 ZB till the end of 2010. 80 % of the digital
universe is unstructured data2 . The growth of data is caused by ubiquitous personal
applications and devices like mobile phones, digital cameras, etc, and also by enterprise and scientific applications. The last ones can generate huge quantities of data.
Examples of data intensive scientific applications come from the field of physics,
e.g., HEP experiments [2], astronomy – e.g. LWA (Long Wave Array) telescope [3],
bioinformatics [4], Earth science [5], etc. There are also classical storage consuming
applications like backup and archiving [6].
As the size of data grows, the problem of efficient data management arises.
Methods of data management can be quite different depending on the nature of
data. The nature of data can be described by attributes such as: size, persistence,
durability, reproductivity (the ability to be regenerated), access pattern (WORM3 ,
R/W4 , WORR5 ), confidentiality, importance, etc. For example some data need to
be kept for a long time or even forever (backup and archiving), while other need to
be accessible (online access) – one method for data management is used for backup
and archiving, while another is used for online data.
Modern data and storage resource management systems need to face wide range
of problems – minimizing energy consumption (green data centers [7]) on one hand,
and optimizing resource usage, throughput and capacity on the other hand [8]. Other
problems which need to be considered concern data availability, scalability, security
and legal issues [10]. In addition, users or their applications can have QoS (Quality of
Service) requirements concerning the storage access, which further complicates the
management [9]. Typical QoS requirements for data storage, called further storage
QoS requirements, are: data access latency, data access transfer rate, storage space.
The storage QoS management term used further in the article means storage
resource management for achieving QoS for data access. The managed storage
resources are usually complete storage systems like HSM (Hierarchical Storage Management) systems or disk arrays but can also refer to a particular part of the storage
system, like a disk partition.
In order to manage the storage QoS and especially the storage performance, some
information about the current state of the managed storage system is necessary.
There are plenty of various storage systems used in the IT world. These storage
systems come from various vendors, have different architectures and user/diagnostic
interfaces. That is why obtaining the data (as a list of possibly dynamically changing
1

digital universe represents all the data created, stored and replicated in the world
data that either does not have a pre-defined data model and/or does not fit well into
relational tables
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parameters) describing the current state of a storage system is system dependent.
On the other hand, the values of storage QoS metrics are specified by the user
and for that reason the QoS metrics should be defined in higher abstraction level
independent on storage system used by the service provider.
To cope with this problem a common mass storage system model taking into account the performance aspects of a storage system need to be developed. The model
could be used to describe the state of a storage system, which can be taken into
account when making storage resource management decisions. The model could
be described using semantic technologies, which is expected to bring a semantic
interoperability between the other components of the system and the services themselves. Modeling of computer system has been studied by many researchers resulting
in specifying models like CIM (Common Information Model) [11], GLUE (Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment) [12], Rome [13], but the current trends concerning
the dynamically changing distributed environments, the virtualization of computing
resources and the complexity of management for QoS bring new challenges for the
modeling.
In the presented approach to this problem we propose methodology for building
storage management system with QoS in mind using the following components:
• common mass storage system model,
• ontologies based on the model,
• set of sensors for monitoring the storage systems performance and delivering the
relevant parameters defined in the model,
• set of estimators for estimating storage systems performance, which can be used
for building higher data management layers respecting storage QoS.
In this paper we describe our approach to data management with QoS and we
present use cases, in which the proposed methodology has been used. These use
cases concern:
• intelligent monitoring of storage performance used for administration purposes,
• best replica selection and best storage location selection in distributed storage
environment, in which replication techniques are used to increase data protection
and availability,
• SLA (Service Level Agreement) metrics monitoring for storage services,
• acceleration of distributed computations for data intensive applications in distributed environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the state
of the art. The third section presents the proposed methodology. The forth section
discusses the use cases implemented by using the methodology and the last section
concludes the paper.
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2 STATE OF THE ART
There are many research papers in the field of storage QoS management. These
studies cover wide range of related topics, like: computer system modeling; resource
management (including storage) in distributed computing environments; managing
and monitoring of SLA; automated replica management in distributed environments
for efficient data access; performance monitoring and prediction. Selected studies
on the mentioned subjects are presented below.
There are models, like CIM (Common Information Model) or GLUE (Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment), which can be used for representing computer systems.
The CIM [11] is an open standard provided by the DMTF (Distributed Management
Task Force). It is an object oriented model of management elements used in the IT
environment. The GLUE [12] is an information model of Grid environments for providing interoperability between grid components. There are lacks in these models
concerning the representation of performance related details, which are necessary
for predicting the performance of storage systems.
In [13] an information model for describing storage systems QoS requirements
is presented. The model is object-based and is used to glue together storage system
designs, monitoring and configuration. The paper describes a complete automated
storage management system and specifies its QoS parameters. In our case we do
not built a complete system but rather focus on extending the storage resource
model and making use of semantic technologies to allow precise modeling of storage
resources and flexibility in building storage management systems.
Grids and clouds are distributed computing paradigms following the idea of
providing of computing and storage resources as an utility to the end user. Many
problems need to be solved in order to provide the computing power as utility [14].
Some of these problems are related to storage and management of data. When
using computing power as utility, certain parameters concerning its quality need
to be guaranteed, e.g., the amount of Gflops/hour (similar to kW/h for electric
energy), storage bandwidth, etc. Providing storage QoS for such distributed multiuser environments with shared resources is a challenging task. The user requirements
concerning the QoS are specified in the SLA [14]. The efficient resource management respecting the SLA is a challenging task especially in the context of storage
systems.
In [15] an approach to execution management of grid application and enforcement of the SLA contractual terms is presented. The monitoring service used in this
approach monitors only basic parameters, while the storage performance related parameters are not taken into account.
In [16] the DesicionQoS system is proposed. It aims at arbitrating storage
resources among clients and enforcing QoS. It relies on machine learning techniques
to retrieve information about the storage system workloads and their correlations.
Every single I/O operation is monitored.
In [17] an approach to automated performance control in a virtual storage system
called Storage@desk is presented. The system uses idle storage resources on desktop
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machines for constructing iSCSI storage volumes, which are then provided to the
clients. Replication is used to achieve the desired level of data availability.
In [18] a solution for QoS differentiation for disk array systems is proposed. It
allows for QoS management where certain I/O streams are throttled in order to
favor more important I/O streams.
In [19] a system for real-time data capture with QoS guarantees is presented.
The system is designed for the WORR type of data and uses a ring buffer approach
keeping the data on disk until they are analyzed. The study is promising aiming at
creating a filesystem with QoS guarantees.
In order to provide efficient storage service with QoS a proper monitoring and
data access time estimation is necessary, as can be seen from the above examples.
Adopting semantic techniques to the monitoring and estimation layer could improve
the organization of the higher storage management layers. These reasons have motivated us to start this research.
3 STORAGE MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
The storage management methodology proposed in this paper provides models (including semantic models) of storage systems and their implementation in the form of
sensors and estimators allowing for building data and storage management systems
with QoS in mind. The methodology specifies the building blocks (see Figure 1)
of such systems – common storage system model – C2SM, ontologies based on the
model, sensors for monitoring and estimators for prediction of storage system performance. These building blocks are presented in the following sections.

Sensor-M
for HSM

Simulational
Estimator

Statistical
Estimator

C2SM

Rule-based
Estimator

Sensor-M
for
Sensor-M Disk arrays

Sensor-R
for HSM

Ontologies
Fig. 1. Semantic-based storage QoS management methodology’s building blocks
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3.1 C2SM – A CIM Based Common Mass Storage System Model
There are many storage systems used today, like HSM systems, disk arrays, disk
based file systems, cluster filesystems. These systems differ from each other in
terms of architectural design, functionalities and interfaces.
HSM systems are complex systems, which may contain other storage systems
and devices. A typical HSM system consists of one or more tape library, disk cache
(which can reside on a disk array) and a server running the HSM software. There
are various HSM systems, e.g., EMC DiskXtender, HP FSE, CERN CASTOR, IBM
TSM. These systems have different sets of diagnostic/administration/management
utilities or APIs but also hold similar parts and functionalities. The same rule
applies for disk arrays, which generally consists of a bunch of disks, cache memory
and interface controller.
The C2SM has been proposed to cope with the heterogeneity of storage systems
bringing a uniform way of representing such systems.
The proposed common mass storage system model consists of two parts: storage
system state model and state transition algorithms. The state model is defined as
a set of well defined storage system related parameters, which are able to describe,
with a certain level of detail, the state of any storage system including HSM systems,
disk arrays and cluster file systems. The parameters concern such aspects of storage
systems like performance, capacity, location of data and media, system behavior.
The state transition algorithms describe how and when the state of a modeled storage
system is changed.
The model plays an important role in our methodology providing an unified way
of describing the state of storage system used by the other elements.
3.1.1 Storage System State Model
The model is based on the standard CIM (Common Information Model) [11]. Relevant classes, not available in the current version of CIM, have been added for
describing these elements and parameters, which are essential for our model. The
classes are shown in Figure 2.
We have added the AGH Storage System class, which is our main class containing parameters common for any storage system like storage capacity and transfer
rate. Most of the classes in our model describe HSM system elements, represented
by the AGH HSMSystem, since these systems are more complicated than the other
kinds of storage system described in the model – disk based storage systems. Here
we can find such elements like media libraries, media changers, drives, disk partitions.
3.1.2 State Transition Algorithms
Two types of state transition algorithms describing the behavior of the modeled
storage systems are assumed:
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Fig. 2. C2SM class diagram

• black box algorithms used for disk based systems [20],
• grey box algorithms used for HSM systems [21].
These algorithms are general for the given kind of storage system being modeled (HSM, disk array, local disk) and need to be tuned for a particular storage
system. The tuning relies on specifying its essential performance related parameters
independent on the current storage system state. These parameters can be gathered from the vendor’s product specification or obtained experimentally by running
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benchmarks. Below we describe the state transition algorithms for HSM systems in
which the grey box approach is used, and algorithms for disk arrays where the black
box approach is used.
The access time for HSM systems can vary a lot depending on the location of
data – from milliseconds, when the data is cached, to tens of minutes when the data
is vaulted. For this kind of systems it seems feasible to implement more precise, but
slower, estimators based on simulation. In this case the grey box approach seems to
be the best solution.
For the HSM systems, we assume that the general HSM system consists of disk
cache, at least one automated media library, or stand alone removable media drive
and at least one computer running the HSM software. When writing data, the whole
file is transferred to the disk cache and later it is copied to a removable medium,
like a tape or an optical disc. In order to copy the file to the removable medium
the medium has to be mounted in a drive and then prepared for write transfer, by
positioning the head in the case of tape media.
When reading data two cases are possible – the file is in the disk cache or
the file resides on a removable medium only. In the first case the data is just
transferred from the cache, while in the second case the file must be copied back from
the removable medium to the disk cache and only then transferred. This process
usually involves: waiting for a resource (optical disk, tape or drive) dismounting
and mounting a medium, positioning, transfer. Positioning of a tape drive is also
modeled since it can take considerably long time. More details about the state
transition diagram used can be found in [21].
The disk arrays have much lower latencies than the HSM systems and therefore
the modeling should be simpler for faster obtaining of results. Therefore, the black
box approach used here is appropriate. The black box approach assumes that we
do not know anything about the internal architecture of the storage system being
modeled. For the disk arrays the algorithm takes into account the existence of cache
memory and its influence on the data transfer. This influence is manifested in such
a way that for files smaller than the cache memory the transfer is fast, while for
bigger files the transfer is slower [20]. The model of the disk array needs to be
tuned by measuring essential parameters being part of it (the model). The model
describes these parameters and how to use them to calculate the performance parameters. These parameters are: the maximal transfer rate for the host connection,
the maximal transfer rate for the RAID disk pool, the minimal size of file to achieve
the maximal transfer rate and the maximal file size after which the performance
gets degraded.
3.2 Sensors and Estimators
Another building block of our methodology are sensors and estimators. The sensors
use the state model described in the previous section, while estimators – the state
transition algorithms.
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3.2.1 Sensors
Sensors provide information about specific performance related parameters of the
given storage system being part of the distributed computing environment. Sensors
are running on hosts, which provide access to the given storage systems. Sensors are system dependent, since there are different ways of obtaining the relevant
parameters depending on the specific storage system. Two types of sensors are introduced – Sensor-M and Sensor-R. The Sensor-M cyclically obtains the required
parameters and sends them to a monitoring service, which collects data from many
different sensors. In addition to the functionality of Sensor-M, Sensor-R provides
on demand some specific parameters, which are not kept in the monitoring service
database because of their size and nature. These specific parameters concern the
location of a given file, for example the isCached attribute of class AGH HSMFile
(see Figure 2). These parameters are obtained only when requested. The SensorsR were implemented by us as RESTful services [22], while the Sensors-M as lite
daemons. The sensors send data using common data format, according to the
C2SM model. The sensors currently support local disk storage systems, disk array storage systems and the following HSM systems: HP FSE (File System Extender) and IBM TSM (Tivoli Storage Manager). These sensors can be found
on [23].
3.2.2 Estimators
Estimators predict future storage performance based on the data obtained from
sensors. We have defined three types of estimators depending on the method used
for prediction: statistical, rule-based and simulational. Statistical estimator bases
on the performance statistics of a given storage system for a certain period of time
delivered by the monitoring service. Rule-based estimator predicts the storage performance using predefined rules for checking various conditions and applying one of
the predefined formulas for calculating the expected performance. Simulational estimator, which is the most sophisticated one, predicts the performance by simulating
the future state of storage system based on the current one. This type of estimators
uses the state transition algorithm described in the model (see Section 3.1.2). The
estimated performance for a given data access request (for example reading a file)
is provided by two values: the data access latency time and data access transfer
time.
A typical deployment scheme of a system for monitoring and estimation of storage performance is shown in Figure 3. The sensors are installed on the relevant
storage access nodes. Sensors send data to an aggregating monitoring service. The
monitoring data can be displayed via portal or accessed by other components of the
data management system, e.g. estimators. The estimators obtain information about
the state of a given storage system from the monitoring system or directly from the
sensors, depending on the type of estimation used.
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Fig. 3. Storage systems performance monitoring and estimation – a typical deployment
scheme

3.3 Ontologies
Modeling of storage systems by using semantic technologies allows for constructing systems on different abstraction levels, basing on semantic interoperability of
building components. The differences between the internal construction of storage systems are unified by C2SM model and for monitoring and estimation this is
enough for achieving service or system interoperability when exchanging low level
parameters. Yet, in order to provide interoperability at higher abstraction levels the
usage of semantic based technologies is one of the most convenient ways.
Based on the C2SM model the OntoStor ontology (see Figure 4) has been developed for describing the internal structure of storage resources. The ontology is
written in the OWL [24] language. The classes of the C2SM model are represented
as OWL classes, while the class properties as data type properties in OWL. In this
ontology three relations are used: is-a, hasPart and contain. Below a fragment of
the OWL file describing our ATL7100 tape library is listed as an example.
<owl:Thing rdf:about="#Tape_Library_ATL7100">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="#AGH_MediaLibrary"/>
<AGH_MediaLibrary__NumberOfSlots
rdf:datatype="&xsd;unsignedByte">
100
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</AGH_MediaLibrary__NumberOfSlots>
<AGH_MediaLibrary__NumberOfDrives
rdf:datatype="&xsd;unsignedByte">
4
</AGH_MediaLibrary__NumberOfDrives>
<AGH_MediaLibrary__VendorString
rdf:datatype="&xsd;string">
ATL
</AGH_MediaLibrary__VendorString>
<hasPart rdf:resource="#Drive_Quantum_DLT7000"/>
<hasPart rdf:resource="#Slot_1_ATL"/>
<hasPart rdf:resource="#Slot_2_ATL"/>
</owl:Thing>

Fig. 4. The OntoStor ontology
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In order to allow constructing ontologies for describing QoS and SLA metrics
based on low level storage resource performance parameters the OntoStor-ANT
ontology has been developed. In this ontology two main concepts are defined:
AGH Parameters and AGH Attributes. The performance parameters in this ontology are presented as classes allowing for another type of queries [25]. The OntoStorANT ontology can be used in conjunction with upper ontologies, e.g., QoSOnt [26].
For more complex cases, e.g., when multiple ways of calculating a QoS metrics are
possible, it is necessary to develop another ontology using the OntoStor-ANT as
a base. This is shown in Section 4.3.
4 USE-CASES STUDY
The proposed methodology has been used in a couple of cases for creating a complete
system (or fragments of it) for data management with QoS in mind. They are
described further beginning with the simplest use case allowing for monitoring the
performance of storage systems and ending with a complete solution for accelerating
computation of data intensive applications in Grid environment.
4.1 Storage System Performance Monitoring
In this use case a monitoring system has been set up consisting of:
• sensors for storage systems (in our case there were: HP FSE HSM storage system, Infortrend disk array and software based RAID on a Linux host),
• monitoring service collecting storage performance related data,
• portal for displaying the monitoring data.
As a monitoring service, the GEMINI2 monitoring system has been used [27, 28].
It has been chosen since it allows for easy plugin of new sensors. Usability tests
have been conducted showing that the approach can be used to make conclusions
concerning the storage system performance. Selected screenshots for transfer rate
monitoring are shown in Figures 5 and 6. We can see that for the disk array an
eventual application would be able to write data at average rate of about 250 MB/s
for the selected period (see Figure 5 a)) and that there are read transfers going on at
average rate of about 80 MB/s (see Figure 5 b)). As for the HSM system performance
we can see that an eventual application would be able to read its data at average
rate of about 220 MB/s (see Figure 6 a)) and that there are ongoing write transfers
at average rate of about 60 MB/s (see Figure 6 b)).
4.2 Data Access Optimization Using Replication Techniques
This use case concerns data access optimization in distributed environments using
replication techniques [30, 31]. We assume that the data is physically stored in
different storage nodes, which possibly have different performance characteristics
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a)

b)
Fig. 5. Disk array performance monitoring; a) Disk array current write transfer rate,
b) Disk array diskstats read transfer rate
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a)

b)
Fig. 6. HSM system performance monitoring; a) HSM system current read transfer rate,
b) HSM system diskstats write transfer rate
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and have different storage load at a given time. Optimization of data access is
done at two points: before the data is written by selecting the best location for
creating a new replica or before the data is read by selecting the best replica. In
any case we select the location or replica by monitoring the current performance of
the storage nodes and based on it predicting (by using the estimators) the future
storage performance. An additional component is a replica manager, which takes
advantage of the estimation for automatically selecting replicas and locations (see
Figure 7).
Replica
Manager

Performance
Prediction
Daemon

Estimators

Sensor
Storage node

Database

Monitoring
Service

Sensor

Sensor
Storage node

Storage node

Fig. 7. Replica management in the KMD project

The replica management, including the creation and selection of replicas, is
one of the methods of QoS provisioning to the end user application in distributed
environments.
This approach has been implemented in the KMD project [32]. The goal of
the project is to design and implement a distributed data storage system intended
to provide high quality backup, archiving and data access services. In this project
replicas are created to increase mainly the data availability and data protection
level, but also for increasing the performance of data access. In this case the storage
node to be used for the given data transfer is selected based on predefined policies,
taking into account different aspects according to the user preferences [33].
4.3 SLA Metrics Monitoring for Storage Services
This use case concerns monitoring of SLA fulfilment regarding storage services. The
idea of such system is depicted in Figure 8. The user requirements concerning the
storage QoS are specified in the SLA negotiated with the storage service provider.
The system notifies the service provider if the SLA is not fulfilled.
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The system consists of: QoS metrics monitoring service, QoS metrics to resource
parameters mapper, monitoring service. The system works as follows. The QoS
metrics monitoring service specifies, which metrics should be monitored based on
QoS requirements ontology and what restrictions are imposed by the SLA. The
metrics to be monitored are sent to the mapper, which defines, by using the QoS
metrics ontology, a set of low level monitoring parameters needed to calculate the
QoS metrics. Next, the mapper obtains the needed parameters from the monitoring
system and calculates the QoS metrics, which are then passed up to the QoS metrics
monitoring service. The QoS metrics monitoring service checks if the SLA is fulfilled
and sends a report to the service provider if needed.
The system has been implemented and deployed on our testing environment.
A screenshot showing a chart of the monitored SLA metrics during the last hour is
presented in Figure 9.

4.4 Acceleration of Computations for Data Intensive Applications
This use case concerns the speed-up of run-time of applications being executed in
a distributed computing environment like grids or clouds and dealing with large
amount of data residing on a distributed storage system, like Lustre [29]. The
problem is to decide where in the grid the application should be run at the given
moment in order to have maximal storage performance. We assume that the storage
nodes (or partitions) being parts of the storage system are not of equal storage
performance at a given point of time. The diversity of storage performance can be
due to: heterogeneity of storage devices in terms of vendor and model; dynamically
changing load of devices; decreased performance of devices due to soft (correctable)
I/O errors; decreased performance of hard disks due to “sector relocation” because
of bad blocks; differences of transfer rates depending on the data placement on the
disk plate – inner tracks have lower transfer rates than outer tracks, because of the
“zone bit recording” technique implemented in modern hard disk drives.
The system implemented for this use case consists of monitoring system with
sensors on the storage and computing nodes and an advisory service, which proposes
the most suitable node to be used for running the data intensive application. This
approach has been implemented in the QStorMan software [36] developed within
the PL-Grid project [34].
The tests showed that a speed-up of up to 40 % compared with running the
application without QStorMan can be achieved in our testing environment (see
Figure 10). The tests were simulating the storage activity of a data intensive application by running a job, which writes and reads a certain number of big files
(128 MB) making pauses between the file transfers to simulate data processing. The
chart presents the time of running the job depending on the number of files.
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Fig. 10. QStorMan test results for data intensive application (files size is 128 MB)

5 CONCLUSION
With growing demands concerning storage systems and QoS of storage services,
it becomes essential to provide monitoring and estimation services concerning the
storage system performance. It is not a trivial task because of the complexity and
heterogeneity of storage systems. In addition, the load of storage systems changes
dynamically, which makes the task even harder. Additional layer in a storage and
data management system for uniform presentation of the state of heterogeneous
storage system, like the proposed C2SM, is necessary. Thanks to such layer it is
possible to achieve service interoperability or even semantic interoperability allowing
for creation of other storage resource management layers to cope with the user’s
requirements concerning storage QoS on top of it. In this way many of the modern
distributed environments like clouds and grids could be QoS aware.
In this paper a semantic based storage management methodology has been presented. It could be used for constructing storage QoS related systems. Our research
showed that it is possible to manage the storage QoS, but it is necessary to have
proper storage performance monitoring of heterogeneous storage systems and the
ability to define various QoS metrics and how they are obtained from the lower
level MSS parameters. Without using semantic technologies for describing storage systems and services, their usability, flexibility and interoperability are rather
limited.
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